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ABSTRACT. In tht· fir,t f('11 ,,·(ti,)JJ' "f tht" pap('1 a l"lItiral (liM'u"ion IIf the existing 
th"orit-i- of paral11nglldil' ,:lih nll<l exp('t i 111<'11 t.1I data 'I1PP"rting the ny,tullim' 
t'1"ctric ficlu theory of paralllagndil' ,a It- dC',l'Iopc·o by Van VIe .. k, Belh" alld Pennt'y an<l 
Scltlapp, arc gi ."en Tn th" L,t!<-t parh, ('''Jlaill1<'lIlal datn IlII tit" alli~"trupies Rno dfective 
l11otrlt'nh of several ,ix-c,'(Jnlillatl <I llIl"kd ,tlh ,It ,ariou, tClllperahtl"l'i-, in th" rangl:' of 
300°1\: and 80' K, attained II ith a ,p('I'iall~ ,]p\,;,( d ITy,,~tat 1)\ tit" (lut/lor. arc giv{'11 
an,1 ,li~('It"l'll nn til<' "I,i, of til" t'I('rlrll' /I,'IIlthl'()ry, ,\s~ull1ing the dedrk fidd in thei>e 
ny.tal, II) lit' I>lt'd 1111111:1.1111,· rulli,'. II illt " ,mall supl'rimp""',1 1110111111<' ('()!1lponcnt, the 
lJa~k 1F4-~tall of till' :-Ji H inti 'pl:h l1Jl lilt, .t Stat k-pntklll, 1'''II~i,tillg of a ,jug-let and 
t\\O tripkh "iUI a ll1<'ntl ',I palatioll 01 alHll1t ~\',()"() em-I <llle (oJ tit,· ('lIhi .. field; the 
(,()Illpollellt~ flf thl' triplet hl"illg ~l'Jl'"atult() a mul'!l ,mallei extl:nt hy thl' rhomhit' fie1c'l. 
lit til(' ~ix-l'l)onlillat"II l1i<"l" 1 ~nlh tltl' ("ul,i(" lil'ld ('on,tant Il, ha~ a po,iti\"(· ~igll and in 
,twit 11 tit"ld tlte ,ingld It III i, tit., l(ll'l',t J) itlg in tht' Starl:'pattc1I1 ('olll>l'tjul:ntly in 
'Ucll '81h I\(' ,11<l1l1.1 • xp, d tit. Ni II iOIl (I' l', h:1\'e aPPloximatl'h' a '~pln onl'! ' valul' for 
lhe effect:vl' 1lI,lgndil' lllllllll'lll, 1.'lt" "Ill') thl' (miL T';:II' of t"1111)('wtIltC ,nriatinl1 ()f thl' 
Slt'Ct'ptiiJilit\' cl(lsely awl I~\ til "'1\<, 1I f. eblt> [11li~otnlpy. Til the Nil', ho"c,'er, tlte spin 
orLit {'onpliug is fairly strollg, about . :135 ('JII-I, allllllt'nct' thl' efflet of the cry~tallillc field 
00 lht" ~pin 11I0l1H'nts \\ ill Ill' IJllite larg<! h\ ,'i, ttl<' of thl' ('oupling of the spiu t1Jo11lcnb 
with the oriJitab which ate t11t'I1I~ehe~ i-trongly affletl (] hy tht"c jield~ In addition 
to this tlte coutrihution fn'lll "pper l'uhit' len'b II ill ,tlS() hI' appl!'("inhk, \Vith the Iwlp 
of our expt"ril1lel1tal lhtn l\t' hnvc calculate.1 tlte cuhic a til I rhomhic fielll l'on~tants for 
Ni++ ;{alt~ and lJa,'e lI1a<l .. n (ILt,lilc(1 ('(lu,idunti()ll of tltl' n'lat",(, (,()llttilmtiol1s of tht" 
various factor, h)\\ nlll, tlJ(' lotal effedivt' JIIagltllic ItlUl11l'Ut Thl: al1i~otrol'ks altu the 
eHectn'" IlIOl11Cllh aIHI thl ir 11'll1p.'tatllll' \iIti:tti\'ll~ [(gne plTfccll~ I\ith tlte theoretical 
enkulati"!IS of l'cllllt'y and ~chl[Jl'p The ti. 1<1 ("(JII'tallt~ ("akulnll'd arc found to l)e prac-
tit-ally illdqwlldellt ("If tCllIpcratLltl:', a' i~ t"I'1: c)'pcllul ill ,illl Il[ tIll" ,In'llg hinding "('(\\('t'lt 
the Ni >+ ion and its neighbouring co-olllinatipn group. It ii- .l:~o p[J~,iLk to ('akulatl' the 
I>pilh"lrbit coupling constant A. f,-,! Ni' I ion putt'l~ fr()11l mapttdic data nlld thel>l' calculnled 
vahtcs agree fairly \\ ilh the ~pl'ctn)f,(()pir \ aIUI:. A ~illlilar tn'attlll'1Jt lor thc Cr't+ ion 
which b in the 4F '2-~tl\te It'iHb lo thl' ("()ttdu~i/)II t.lwt It I'll' ""nltiLuti(llls frolll (,ther 
I>ourn s than the ~p~J llJilllH'ltt tOIHlnl, the tlkd in' nlll1l1<'111 i, of \"('TY IIl1l<'h le'~ imp,,! tnlll'e 
aud in evtlSC'lllCIJ('l' tltl' 'Bit, hp\l' llltH It ll'~ aui~"tr<lp~ an'] """\' Cu·iI L:.w allllo&t pl'rft'lth' 
n H N F. R A I, T II H 0 R V () F I' A R \ 1\1 A (: N g l' I l' B H II A \' I () l' R 
All thcocics of paraJlla~l1ctisll1 a1 c based 011 the finding that the ultimate 
particles in the paramagnetic substances, numely the at01l1s, ions or molecules, as 
* Part of a thc~i, apPTuvt,.1 fnr till' Tl fk. degrce of the Dun'a {1ltivcr~itty. 
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It must be remembered, however, that the deviations frol1l the Curie taw 
are more or less common among the paramagnetic substances, particularly in 
tIle solid and the liquid slales, (Stoner, 193.1) and it is only jJl a few cases 
like those considewd above that lhl:! deviations can be eX]llained 011 the basis 
of such ., over-lapping" of tIle mu[tiplet inkl vals. 1'01 exa1JJple, tIll! salts 
of the iron glOup of elclIl(;l1ts, in which the llJultipld intelwls for the free 
ions are moderately large, do !>how coni:>iderahic devlatiolli:> from the Curie 
Law even when allowance is made for the ovulapping of the levels. We 
have, therefore, to invoke, in general, for tbe explanation of these deviations, 
the restrictions that would be imposed jn tlJ<:se llledia on the freedom of 
rotation of the delllcntary magneb. 
2. The lVris,1 Law of TCllljlclalulc VallallUlI of SIIS[cjJ/lbllitics 
It is well-known that the telll perat ure variation of the SUi:>l'cptibilities of 
Illany of the!>e paralJlagnetlC' ~ub~tancc~ particularly at high temperatures is 
given by the relatIOn, 
(6) 
where 0, is a !>lllall chUlacteri:,tic tCllIpelattllc for thc i:>uhstame; which re-
minds Uh of the :;.illlilar bellaviour 01 the fetrOlllagndic sllh!>tances above their 
Curie points. This snggests at first SIght that in thcsc para1l1agm:tic subs-
tanCes also, the deviation frolll the Curic l,a\\ is d1H: to tlll: !>ame type of "lIll1cr 
fields", which explain thc behaviour of flCITomagnetics both above and below 
their Curie telllperatUles and which !Jas been sillce kllO\\ n to ill i~1:! from tlw 
Heisenberg "(;Xdlange intclactiou" bet\\een the ~lJill mOlll(;l1b of the magnetic 
particles. This surmise, howcver, IS not ju"tified for tlll. followlUg n:d:;.on~, 
Fir~t1y, large values of IJ occur evcn in ~ul'h high ly Illagndically dilute 
salt!> as Tutton salts ill which the ferromapletic iuteradiolls ~houlU be uegli-
g Ible. Secondly, ill thesc paramagnetic substallce!> both positivc and ncgative 
values of 0 arc ob~erved and iurther. ferr011lagncti~1ll does not occur even 
below the value of 0, whcre positive, as deduced frollJ measurement!> of 
susceptibilitie!> at high temperatures,'i Actually, at temJlelat\1lcs lIcar about 9, 
the deviations from the Curie Law become quite com plica ted aud is another 
leaSOD against accepting the fenomagnetic "inl1er fiehl" as t11c call:>e of 
these deviations. 
Indeed, the validity of a law of thc type (6) lillllte<l to high tellJperatures 
ouly, T> >9, has 110t llluch significance, ~ince thc11 a i:>I11all deviation from 
Curie Law, 1vhaicvcr li~ origin, can be expressed by tlIe pu\\er selies 
* The ferromagnetism ob~erve(l by Simon 1tl !>011le of the ordinary paraillagnetic& at 
very low temperature, of the order of 0, I oK, il> pre;,lII11ably due to the l11utual IIlfluence& 
of the elementary magnet:" owing to their c1o~e proximity at ~uch low temperatureb, and i~ 
quite unrelated to the above large deviation from the Curie Law (1936, Compte; Rendu5), 
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Por large values of T, for which only Weiss Law is obeyed experimentally, 
the series reduces to a first approximation to 
(8) 
Thus a proper experimental verification of the law of the type (6) can be made 
only at temperatures [,)/J//'arable to 0, and it b precisely II ere the law fails 
experimentally. * 
Thirdly, all inner field of the exchange type Cdl1110t explain how in some 
salts, e.g., Cr·' • and Ni d , which clol:!ely obey the Curie Law and in which 
therefore the elementary magnets lllay be llresumed to be free, the effective 
moments of the elementary magnetl:! Cr· •• and Ni+' instead of being the free 
ion values, arc experimentally found to be sl1ch as appear to arise-as has 
been pointed out by Sommerfeld (1923), Bose (1927) and Stoner (1929)-
mostly out of the spin moments of the electrol1s; as If the orbital moments 
have become in ~Ollle way quenched. On the other hand, it is also to be noted 
that the deviations from the Curie I,aw arc the largest where the effective 
magnetic momellb have large orbital contributlOlls, c.g., in the salt~ of Fe+' 
and Co' t. Fourthly, the "iuner field" theory fails also to give any expla-
nation of the large magnetic ani~otrupy that is observed in mdny paramag-
netic crystal~, the variation of this anbotropy WIth telllp(.'rdtnre and It~ relation 
to the orhital 1l101!J(.'l1tS. 
Thus an "inner fic1l1" of the l'xc1wlIge illh:r!tctioll type cannot ('xplain 
the ob~ervell deviations from the hehaviour to he expected fwm the free 
Illagnetic particles, at any rate in the highly dilutld paramagnetic salts j though 
ill :,ubstunces like the ullhydlOUS cbloridls or oxides ami similar compounds of 
the transition e!elllcnts, due to high cullcentration of the magnetic particles, 
the exchange forces also may have an appreciable influence 011 the magnetic 
behaviour. (Starr, llitter amI Kauimann, 1940) 
3. Tile Jllj/tlL lIet of llie CIY,lia/II,lc J~/cclli[ 1- /('ld~ 011 /lIe Pa1alllllgllclic 
Bcha'l.'io!ll~ 
It should be remembered that any alternative to the 'illlll'r field' theory 
l1lU~t explain the following out&talldiug experi1l1<.ntal facts &atisfactorily : 
(I) 'fhe deviation& from the Curie Law of temperature depende11cc 
which at low temperatures become complicated. 
(2) The part played by the 01 bit.ll angulat momentum of the elemem.ary 
magnets in connection with these deviations. 
(3) Thl;! magnetic allisotrOll1eS of single ~rystals and their 1lltimate 
relation with the deViations from the Curie Law. 
t4) The relative contributions of the spin and the orbital moments 
towards the total effective moments of the magnetic particles. 
• These failure~ ha\'e been referred to in the literature of the subject ab 'cryomagnetil' 
auomabeb' (Stoner, 1934). 
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(5) The peculiar lIlagnl'tic properties of the complex salts of the transi-
tion clements whose susceptibilIties are in genelal much lower than those of 
the corresponding ionic salts and sometimes even diamagnetic. 
In recent years the theoretical investigations of Bethe (1929, 19.~2), Van 
Vleck, (1932) Penney and Schlapp (1932) and others have thro\\"n considerable 
light on the nature of the mechanism responsihle for restraining the freedom 
of orientation of the elementary magnets; and just ~l1ch a mechanism as would 
explain the above facts has been found to exist in the strong and asymmetric 
electric 1ields that would oLtaill ill the neighbourhood of the paramagnetic 
ions in the sub::.tances that we an lonsidering. 
Under the action of such an electric field the (2J -I- I}-fold degeneracy, 
corresponding to allY purticu13r value of the total quantum number J. existing 
for an assemblage of free patalllagnetic ion::, in the absence of a magnetic field, 
will be already removed, at least partially, even before the incidence of the 
magnetic field. 
This will be in cITeet a Stark-splitting of the energy states of the para-
magnetic ion~. In many of the paramagnetic salts the electric field will be 
sufficiently ~trong to break down the 1, -S coupling and further to plOducc a 
large separation compared to 1.:1', of the (21. + I) orbital levels; LzS + I) -fold 
spin dcgeueracy of each of thl'!'lc orbital levels will, however, be practically 
entirely left over. The re:,ult will be that when a magnetic field is put on, 
it is only the spin moments of the paramagnctic 10115 that will be capable of 
turning round in the magnetic field and contributing to the observed 
paramagnetism of the medium, wherea~, the orbital part of the 11l0HH:nt will be 
more or less completely frozen. But though the orbital 1I10ml'l1t~ are in tbis 
manner prevented trom conti ibuting to the effective magnetic moment of the 
ions, they will still have profound influcnce on the :,usceptibility of the medium 
in the following manner. Though the ~pin moments are to a first approxi-
mation unaffected by the cry::.tallinc electric fields, their freedom of orientation 
in the magllctic field, howevc!, will be very much hampered indi! cctly through 
their conpling with the orbital mOll1el1ts, which arc themselves strongly 
affected. This will in effect be equivalent to the imposition on the spin 
moments, of local restraining fields magnitUde of whieh will depend on the 
orbital moments and the strength of the spin-(n'hit coupling. Such 'local 
fields' besides having an es~entially differt:nt origin from Weiss 'inner fields') 
differ fr0111 them also in other important respt:cts. Whereas, the 'inner field' 
in Weiss theory is proportional to the intensity of magnetization thus leading 
to an expression of the lype, X=C/O'-{J), which should hold at all tempera-
tures greater than 8, the local fields meant to reIJlacl.: the crystalline electric 
fields will be propOltional to the intensity of magnetization as a rough approxi-
mation only at temperatUles '1' much greater than 8. This is very satisfactory, 
since then tIll' X=Cj('l'-B) will be valid only at T»B and will break down 
at low temperatures ju::.t as is required by experimental results. 
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It will be fnrther seen that if we still choose to think ill terms of formula 
(6), the value of C will bc uctclInincd chiefly by the spin moment of the 
magnetic particles while the orbital mOlllents will play an important role in 
determining 8. Thus, as we have mcntioned earlier, the susceptibility of the 
medium which depends on C and 8, will depend not only 011 the spin moments 
which contrihute to till! eif<:ctive moment but also on the orbital moments 
which are apparently frOZCII. The important role played by the orbital 
moment in determining the susceptibilitws ,vas missed in the earlier theorie~ 
since its influence is confined nearly entirely to 0, the origin of which was 
previously ascrihed to 'lIll1er fields'the nature of which was not properly 
understood. 
Again, the crystalline electric field cannot produce maglletisation by 
itself since its effect ultimately is mcrely to quench- directly the orbital moments 
and introduce indirectly large restrictions in the form of local fields on the 
spin moments. These fields, therefore, cannot lead to the development of 
ferromagnetism like tll ... 'inner fields' cOlltemplated in W eis~ theory. 
Lastly, these local fields, intended to replace the a~ymllletric crystalline 
fields, will naturally partake of the ",yrnmelry of lhese latter fields and will 
account for the observed magnetic anisolropies in crystalline media, whereas, 
the exchange forc<:s are incapable of producing any anisotropy. 
So far we have l'onsiderell the splitting of the energy levels by the 
crystalline electric fields which arc sufficiently strong to break the spin-orbit 
coupling, but 110t strong ellough to bl eak the Russel-Saunders coupling 
altogether which is the case for the ionic salts of the iron grollp with ""hich 
we are mainly concerned in the present paper. But it should be mentioned 
here that many caSes are known, as for example, some of the complex salts 
like potassium ferricyullide, potassium ferrocyanide, etc. in which, owing to 
the dose proximity of the negative charges surrounding the paramagnetic 
ion much closer than in the 01 dinary ionic salts, tIll: electric fields become 
suffiei<:ntly large to break even the Russcl-S.H1nders coupling and ali the 
I-moments as well as the I-moments of the eledrons ill the I11co!l1p1etc shell 
of the indiVidual paramagnetic particles responsible fOi their l1la.~netis1l1, 
will be quite independent of each other. Under the influence of th<: electric 
field, (21 + I)-fold degenerate cDl'rgy level occupied by the electrons will be 
split IIp into as many cllfferent levels, each with a two-fold spin-degeneracy 
and the various electrons in the incomplete shell of the magnetic particle will 
be accommodated in these levels, of course in accordance with the Pauli 
Exciusion Principle. The effective magnetic moment will evidently depend 
on the relative separation of these levels, which ultimately will be determined 
by the magnitude and asymmetry of the crystalline field involved. 
Cases also are known, for example, in the rare' earth salts in which owing 
to the screening effect of outer completed shells of .electrons, the influence of 
the electric fields on the inner incomph;te 4f-shell responsible for paramagnetism 
of these salts is not strong enough to break down completely even the' 4-S 
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coupling. In such a case we cannot separate out fOI discussion the spin and orbital 
degeneracies but will have to regard the energy levels as having a (2J + I)-fold 
degeneracy, some of which will he removed hy the crystalliuc field and 
whatever degeneracy is ldt over will be r.::moved 011 the application of a 
magnetic field. This would UC'C'Ollnt for the deviations from normal 
paramagnetic hehaviour. 
4· Ea11icI E,/,crimclI/lli E1,idcncc j01 /Ill' (;cIlClal J'alidliy oj the 
1':lcriJir Field Tlu01Y 
The electric field theory ha~ received considerclhlc >'l1pport from rnaguetic 
studies eSjlecially those made recently on the crystals of the salts of the rare-
earth und the iron group of elements with the latter of which 'we arc con cel'l1 ed . 
(1) For the S-state ions, where there are no orbital moments to he 
quenched, the splitting of the spin levels under the influence 01 the electric 
fields will be extremely slIlall. The three principal susceptihilities of the 
single crystals should then conform, as Van Vleck and Penlley hC)34) have 
shown, to expressions of the type, 
(9) 
where (j's are very small, of the order of o.IrK and thc sum of the three O's 
should be equal to zero. The mean su~ceptibility will therefore conform 
almost accurately (i, l'. I1pto I IT" terms at least) to the simple Curie Law, 
and even for the three principal susceptihiliiic~ the deviation from the Curie 
Law will be velY small. These results ar~ verified experimentally in the 
case of salts of Gd I • I ion ("S7/2-~tate) and Mn •• and Fe' • • ions ("Su/2-states) 
in the powdered state (Stoner 1934 i Leiden C01l11l1s.) as also in th\,! statl' of 
solution (Bosc 1935)· It is further fOllnd experimcntally that the sing Ie 
crystals of these salts have very small but finite magnetic anisotropies as 
required by (9) and correspond to splitting of the spin levels of the order of 
o.l°K (Krishnan and Banerjee, 1936) which can also be obtained indepen. 
dently (Kurt! and Simon, 1(35) from specific heat measurements of these salts 
at low temperatures and abo frolll experiments on cooling produced in 
them by adiabatic demagnetization. Further, at all Oldillary tempelatures 
the anisotropy varies as I/T2 as required by (9) (Krishnan, Mukerji and 
Bose. J939). 
As has been already IIlclltioned, the indirect influence of the crystalline 
electric fields on the spin moments, through their coupling with the orbital 
moments which are themselves strongly affected, is evidenced by the devia-
tions from the Curie Law or by the anisotropies exhibited by the single 
crystals of these substances, which should therefore be a measure of the strength 
of, the spill-orbit coupling. It has been aClually possible to calculate the 
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str~llgth of the coupling in NiH salts (Krishnan and Bose, 1938, 1939) where 
conditions are favourable for such calculations. 
A particularJy striking achievement of the electric field theory (Van 
Vleck, 19:32 ; Penney and Schlal'P, H):32: Glirter 19:32) lies in the' finding (a) 
that in a given field the Stark-pattern for Co l+ ion (~F912 - state) IS inverted 
with respect to that of NiH ion ('F,-state) and (Il) that as one passes flO111 
tetrahedral four-coordinated to octahedral six-coordinated salts the potential 
at the central pala111agnetic iOll changes sign which is e<luivaknt to an in-
version of the Stark-pattern. From this point of view the magnetic properties 
of six-coordinated Co· t and Ni" salts shonid he very different from each 
other and further the fom-coordinated Co' + salts should behave similarly to 
the six-coordinated Ni" salts aud vice versa. These results have been verified 
experimentally with thl' six-coordinated Co'· and NiH salts as also wilh the 
four-coordinated Co -'-+ salts CslCoCl, and Cs ,CoCL, (Krishnan and Mukherji 
1938 ). 
Ag-aiD, in the case of single crystals of CuSO~, SH 2 U, from the known 
X-ray fine structure of the crystal, (Beevers and Lipson, IC)34) it is possible 
on the basis of the electric field theOlY to locate the direction5 of the principal 
magnetic axes in the cry ... tal, and to predicl that though the cryslal is tric1inic 
it is nearly uniaxial magnetically. Both these predictions an" fulfilled 
(Krishnan and Mukherji 1Q36, 19:38). 
Further, these large internal electric fields reqUIred by the theory are 
consistent with tbe known llistnbution of the charged atoms immedia tely 
surrounding the paramagnetic ions in the solid state (Hoffmul1l1, 19:31; Beevers 
amI !.ipson, 1q34 ; Hendricks and Dickinson, 1\)27 ; Chrobak, 1934) and fields 
of the same magnitude can even exist in the liquid or solution state. For, 
according to a well known theorem of Jalm and Teller (1C)4I) the distribution 
of the charged atoms immediately surroundillg a given iOIl is conditioned 
by Hie quantum state of the iOll itself and has to be such that the resulting 
eleclric field should remove wholly the orbital degeuetacy of the iou. This 
would explain satisfactorily the large deviations from the l'm ie Law of the 
same order as in solids, obs.:rved for Va! alllag netic salts in aqueG us solutions 
(Stoner, I(25). Evidence for such large Stark-splitt1l1gs of the eDl:rgy levels 
of the paramagnetic ions in aqueous solutions ate forthcoming from the obscrva-
tiOllS on the absorption spectra (Spedding, 1l):37,31); Freed, 1931); Bose, 1938,39) 
and the lar~e magnetic birefringence (Chinchalkar etc. 1l):31-3Sl of these 
solntions, 
E X I' 10: R 1 1\t T\ N T A 1. :'Ii T\ T II 0 I> 
I. C'.I'odal 
For the purpose of experimental investigations on magnetic hehaviour of 
single crystals at low temperatures a suitable cryostat was devised by the 
author, a detailed description of which has already been given ill an earlier 
paper (Bose, 1948). The cryostat was of the gas flow type. the cryostat 
2-'-1674P- 5 
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chamber being cooled by a flow of cold air through it. Th&: efficiency 
of cooling and uniformity and steadiness of temperature in the chamber 
were very high due to the combined action of several factors namely: 
(1) a proper exchan.~e of heat between the flowing gas and the 
walls of the chamber by making the flow of the gas turbulent 
by its passage throug h a series of suitably arranged perfurated copper discs, 
(2) a thorough conduction of heat by making the walls and the discs of covper 
sheet and providing a large surface of contact bet ween the gas and these 
copper !:>urfaces, (3) a suitable thermal capacity of the chamber (4) an efficient 
automatic relay system for regUlating the flo\\ of cold gas tlnollgh the 
chamber, controlled by a ::,en::,itive constant volume air thermometer incor-
porated in thc cha1l1beJ. Thus the kmperature 1I1side the crystal chamber 
could be maintaJtl&:d steady to about 0.01' K at any de::,ired value between 
300l K and 8()oK over long Jleriods, to enable magnetic' l11ea~l1rements to be 
made. 
2. Noialiolls AdojJi({i 101 MlIgllrilC l\fclI'lHCII1CIlI.\ 
We adopt here the same 1Iotat ions as lI~ed hy Krishnan and hi" Co-\\orkcrs 
(1932-3Y) for denoting the magnetic: C01l:-.ta11ts of cry::,tals. 
In monoclinic crystals the two principal ::,usceptibilities in the (010) plane 
are denoted by Xl and X~ respectively, Xl being the greateJ of the t\\O, and the 
inclinations of the Xl axis to 't' and' n' axe~ are given OJ' 'if and {3 -'if respec-
tively, where {3 is tile obtnse .lngle hetlVeen 'a' and' ( '. FUI ther, we denote 
the angle between X2 and 'a' axes by OJ sO that (3 = IT /2 + f) + If;. The suscep-
tibility along tll!.! '/,' axis is denoted by X,. In the orthorhombic cry;,tab 
the three principal magnetic axes will evidently be the cry::,tallographic axe!. 
'a', 'b' and 'c' axes and the principal susceptibilities llll..asured aloIlg these axes 
will be denoted hy X a, >.. baud X, n:sjJectively. In the tetragonal, hexagonal 
and trigonal systems the crystallographic ~Ylllllletry aAb '(" will evidently 
be also an axi:> of rotational magnetic ;,ylllJnetry and we :-.hall denote the 
susceptibility along this axis by X 11 and that in the pcrpcndicular plane by Xl. 
Our magnetic measurements consist of fir~tly, locating one of the magne-
tic axes if it is not already known fro111 crystal symmetry, from which the 
direction of the other two can be easily fonnd ollt, aud then determining the 
principal anisotrollies Xl - X2 Hnd Xl - X" from mcasurements Oll auisotropics 
in any two known planes tn the crystal. For the uniaxial cry!:>tals evidently, 
only one such measUJ emeut is needed to detl:rmine XII - Xl' Secondly, the 
absolute susceptibility along any known direction of the crystal is determined, 
which combined with the anisotropy measurements, gives us the values of 
all the three principal susc~ptibjlities. 
3. The Measurement of Magnetir AlI;sotropics 
The principle underlying these measurement is the same as in our 
earlier works aud the details of the actual techuique are given in the pape~ 
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nt~ntioned in a previous section. The crystal is suspended in a horizontal 
homogeneolls magnet:c fi:!! d with a fine quartz fibre suspension fr0111 a torsion 
head and so adjusted that the torsion 011 the fiure is zero. Starting- with 
this position the torsion head is rotated through a critical angle a c and the 
crystal follows through a sn1aller angle rr / 4 + (T co snch that the equilibrium 
of the crystal ill the field be-:onlcs unstable and the crystal turns round 
suddenly. It can then he shown that the anisotropy. AX , of the crystal 
in the horizontal plane is given by 
1.111 . H2tlX=X (say) = ~,.-rr/1-_(rc 
2 J'\Ic COS2(r r 
(10) 
. where sin2!T {' = 1/ :!,\.. 
In the above equation 11/ is the mass of the crystal, M its glll. molecular 
weight, H the magndic field, aIld ( the torsion constant of the flute. For low 
temperature work the crystal is suitably suspended within the cryostat 
chamber and its ani~otropy measured as above, at different temperatures. III 
the present measure1l1en ts the crystal~ were usually choscu to have a large 
degree of geometric symmetry and the magnetic field belllg also highly 
homogeneous the effect due to the anisotropy of shape is negligible. The 
measurements of anisotropies of ot thorholllbic crystals were made by s\1spend-
ing the crystal stlcce:-.sivdy wilh two of the principal axeS vel tical, observing 
the direction of setting ill the llJagnetlc field, and deterlllining the difference 
between the maximl1l1l Clncllllinimul1l ~usccptihi!iti\:s in the horizontal plal1e. 
For 1I\01l0cliu ic crystal,; one sllspension with 'h' axis vertical enahles us to 
determine the directions of the principal sl1'>ceptibilitie!> \', and X2 ill the plane 
(oro) i.e., the angles 1/1 and (J hetween X, and 'I" axes aud between X2 and 'a' 
axes; and also the difference x, - X2' Meas\1rclIlcnt with one other su:--pension 
will give X'-\3 also. In general, since the (001) plane in the crystals u::;ed 
by us Were well develoJled, this measurement was made either with the 'a' 
axis vertical, which gives 
Itlx = ±[(Xl-X3)-()':1-X~) sin 2(jJ 
or with (001) plane hot izontal, wh ich give:--
I ~x 1= ± l \,\(; -X,I- (X,-xJ cos~(J] 
(II ) 
the positive 0\ negative sign being chose11 in the eqnations according to as 
the 'b' axis sets perpendicular or parallel to the magnetic field in thc above 
suspensions. Occasionally, the second measurclIl<.:nt of al1j~otroJlY was mad~ 
with the well develope,l (:wr) plane vertical and '/J' axis horizontal. With 
each suspcnsion the measurements of anisotropies of the crystals were made 
from room temperature down to about Ro~K and hack again to room tempera-
ture at intervals of about 25 0 , thus providing a check. 
4. Measurement of Absolute Susceptibilities 
The absolute susceptibilities were measured by suspending- the crystal ill 
an inhomogeneous magnetic field with a vertical gradient, from one arm of a 
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sensitive torsion microbalance of special design (Dose, 1948) and measuring 
the vertical force on the cry!>tal with the balance. As shown in the earlier 
paper 
FT Xr[ I~ae (e)] 
"7 =X 1+-.-(1+)'<'<» I--
Fe I") I'e T _ 
where FT and:Fe are the vertkal fOlce~ Oll the crystal at any temperature ,-
and roo III temperature A respectIvely, temperature!> heing measured on the 
absoiute scale, Xl' and Xe are the corresponding gram molecular suscepti-
bilities of the crystal along the direction of the field, '" hich in this region is 
horizontal; Ilae the volume !>usceptibility of air and ke that of the crystal 
in the field direction hoth at room temperature; and)' is the coefficient of 
thermal volume expansion of the crystal. Thns if ttle forces at dtflerellt 
temperatures are measured, knowing the absolute susceptibility of the crystal 
in the direction concerned at room temperatures, the value~ at other tempera-
tures can be calculated. In actual practice, the crystal was snspended flOm 
one arm of the torsion balance within the cryostat chamber, placed in the 
inhomogeneous magnetic field and the angle of torsion on the halance fibre 
necessary for balancing the magnetic force was noted at various temperatures. 
5. F.,.'jn'limclItal Results 
'I'he values of anisotropie!> X.-X2 and Xl-X. at intervals (Jf 20°C as 
ohtained from graphical interpolation from actual experimental values arc 
given 111 the Table II and plotted in Figs. J-3. 
Kno\\ ing the anisotropies of the crystal in this temperature range, the 
determination of absolute susceptibility along anyone convenient direction 
in the crystal, at dIfferent temperatures in the same range, ""ill serve to give 
uniqudy all the three principal Sltsccptibilitu.!s of the crystal at these 
temperatures. These lJI incipal susceptibilitic.., are then corrected for the 
diamagnetism of the salt and the l'ffective 1110111e1l ts of the paramagnetic 
ion in the crystal for the three prinCIpal dIrections are calculated therefrom 
using the formula 
NJ.. .i.~2 
X = _1'_''''' i = 1 2 3 
t 3/~T' " 
where X t is the corrected principal susceptibility pel g11l. iou, and p, is the 
effective Illontent per ion in the direction concerned, expressed in terms of the 
Bohr magneton. The values of the effective moments thus calculated are 
given in Table III and plotted in the insets of Figs. 1-3. The variations of the 
effective moment represent uniquely the deviations from the 'free ion behaviour' 
and therefore form sllitable basis for discllssion of the observed paramagnetic 
behaviour of crystals on the crystalline electric field theory. Since, the varia-
tions of the effective moments were 110t very large and no singularities or 
discontinuities were observed in the magnetic behaviour for any of the crystals 
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studied here, a determination of the absolute susceptibilities at three different 
temperatures was sufficient to give the temperature variations of the effective 
magnetic moments within this range correctly. 
Table I giv~s the v.lluc:; u:;cJ for thl! diamagnetic corrections. 
Ion or 
molecule 
Value of 
Diamagnetk 
currection 
" 106 
I 
\ (NH4)~O, SO.-" 1----
I -7708 - 33.6 
I 
I 
TABLE I 
-66·7 
TABI.~ II 
Fe++, Co++, 
Ni'+' CuH , 
I 
1------
\ 
1 
- 13·0 
For Principal Allisolropics of Qrystal:; with Different Suspensiol1s 
NiSO. (NH.'2 SOj6H20 
Monoclinic, fj= 107.4' 
a:b: (=0.7370: 1 : 0 5032, 
II) 'b' axis vertical 
(2) 'a' axis vertical 
'b' axil> normal to fidd. 
220 
200 
180 
160 
120 
100 
32 
325 
32·75 
33 
33 25 
34·5 
35·5 
36 
36.25 
36.25 
90 36.35 
86.6 36.35 
120.0 116.1) 
1300 126.9 
154·7 
173 7 
2030 200.6 
2360 235.4 
349·3 350 .1 
454·4 453·7 
533·3 
564.3 
I 
NiSO •. K2SO,. 6112() 
l\Ionudinic, fj;,w5 ·0' 
a:b: c =0.7379: 1 : 0.502U. 
(I) '/)' axis vertical 
12' 'a' axil. vertical 
'(l' axis normal to field. 
280 
220 
200 
14" I 
J20 
100 
1)0 
86.6 
27 
27 
27 
27 
27 
27 
27 
I 174. (> 
I I J~0·3 181.3 
I 20 9.9 
I 
233·8 
I I 199·8 
223·4 
545 1 
I 717.4 
813·4 I 
857.8 
291.8 
340 .8 
501.4 
* Angle measured In degrees. 
NiBeFf, INH4\ 2HeF •• 6H2() 
Monoclinic; {J='106° 40' 
a: b : c='0.737 : I: 0.491. 
(1\ '/)' axis vertkal, 
(2) 'a' axis vertical, 
'b' axi~ normal to fielll. 
Angle * \ 
• beh\t'ell 1cmp , 'ax's XI-X2 XI-X3 
OK a l~ X 106 X 106 
. & X2 ax11' 
240 
\ 
220 
200 
180 
160 
120 
100 
=11 
31 
30·5 
30 
30 
30 
30 
30 
30 
30 
30 
114.5 110.1 
1243 119. 0 
I 
136.7 1 131.8 
152.6 147.8 
J72 1 168.2 
195.2 195. 1 
234.2 230.2 
282.4 279.7 
354·6 3532 
45405 446.7 
547.0 531 .' 
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TABU III 
For the Gm. Mol~~ular Principal Suscel'tibilite~ and the Squares of the 
Eff~ctive Magnetic l\lo111cnb. (( VI/( ctcdjvr JJ;amagn di.\ 111). 
It 'ry&tal ~u~peIl~iol1 and th~ I I 
diredion along \\ hit-h , , X 
the Ml"eelltiuilit,· i!. I t'1l}P J X~ X, 1'12 f'2~ 
I mea'lon'd, I (' the (IIn'c-' II> 
Cry&tal 
• .7. .oK X 1U#.i/ xJ()6 X 6' 
I tion sdtillg along field I 
--,-- - ~ -, I - -1-- -- - ---
NiSO.'NR.lz 1 '/>' axis \ertkal, 21)75 UIS 1~"~ !2tl6
1 
J() ,4 10 ()7 10.08 10.16 
504,6H20: 'XI' axis 'I long f1dd 167 I) 7'i~"1 7'9R 71()()l lU '7 9·8711 9 872 9.971 
____ . __ . I _ 866 14 j1ZI 1.;846 138181 J(l.o6 I ~ 661 <) 663 _~'!.~ 
NiReF. (NHf~' 
neF.,6HzO 
'''''I) plaUt! hOI i/ontaJ !<)7· 1 135(); p8S 11911 w.p II() 03 It> 05 10 17 
'a' axi~ along field 1731 71711 7155 7165 III ~3 ,999.' 10 01 1014 
86 () 11633, 1 1775 1.,8~", I" 21 1 C) 6w <} 642 9821 
'b' nxi~ v{'rtical, 
1 'XI' axi~ along field 
- ,-- '--I -- -
~c)7 1 4 ,Ii 1 1216 1250 I() 13 11().17 10 18 In 26 
li22 7.'911 7 11l" 71R3 '".!5 1 9959 <J 963 1006 
847 11777 1123" ,IP46/lO.oR 1970 9 9721 9837 
DISCUSSION OF RESTTLTS 
1. The Di'Ccfioll.\ of till Pril/ri/>al MagI/iiI( .hLl ill RdallOll 10 
.'1.\)'ll/mclly o{ tile (1y~lailillc Lled/i( Fidei 
ttl the paramagnetic crystals that we arc considering the.: paramagnctlC 
behaviour, as we have seen, is largely affected hy tlw electric field acting on the 
lJar~magnctic ion, arising frolll the snnounding ne.:gativdy charged at01lJs. 
It has bcen shown hy Van Vlcck (1932), Rc.:thc h92<)). Pcnneyand Schlapp 
(1932) and others, that in most ca~e!:J the deviation of the paramagnctic ion 
from 'free ion' behaviour lJlay be cxplaincd hy the ::.iml,lc postulate.: of a 
predominantly cubic :field with a small rhombic component superposed upon 
it, acting on the paramagnetil: ion. Thus thc potential V, of the electron 
in this crystalline field may be representLd as a Taylor series, about the 
centre of the paramagnetic ion, tile non-valli~hing tcrms in which are givcn by 
V=AX12 + BJ')2-{A + B)zJ' + D(.\ ,I + y4 + Z4) + 3DT' (IS) 
in which the squared and fourth power terms represent the rhombic and the 
cubic parts of the field respectivdy. The last tClln need ~lOt bc considered 
further, since it represents the spherically sYlllmetric part of the field and 
docs not change the relative separations of the levels in the Stark-pattern 
produced by the field. 
In general the x, y, z axes of the Ihom\)ic and the cubic parts do not 
coincide each to each, thollgh for otir pUlpoSC il is found to be enough to 
assume that they do coincidc. Whenever experimental data make it 
necessary to have a field of lower symmetry we can construct it by suitably 
orienting the two sets of axes. 
A further complication in the analysis of the behaviour of paramagnetic 
ion arises due to the fact that the unit cell of the crystal will ill general 
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contain more than one ion with their field axes oriented with r~slJect to one 
another ano. a knowledge of these orientations is generally not available. 
The crystalline field axes associated with each ion are uniquely determined by 
the dispositions of the surrounding- negatively charged atoms and pre~ull1ably 
will not chauge siuce the paramagnetic iOll b strongly bound to the.: neighhour-
ing charged atoms, a~ evid~llcetl by the large over-all Stark scpalation of the 
energy levels of the order of 20,000 cm- J • Furthu evidellce of snch strong 
biuding is obtained from the pers;stence of such ionic groups even in the ::.tate 
of solutions which explains the large deVIations from the 'free ion' behaviour 
observed in the aqueons solutions of llIany of the salts of the iron grollp. 
The binding between the differellt ionic groups may, ho\\ever, be relatively 
much weaker and the groups may therefore cpange their orientations with 
respect to one another as tempu ature changes, cansing an appreciable chang\.! 
in the position of the magnctic axes of the crystal "here they are 110t already 
fixt!ti by crystal symmetry. Actually such changes have been observed by 
us though these are very small except in a few cases. A detailed account 
of these hal> been published in an carlier paper (Dose, 1947). 
In any case it 11lay be :--afely Loncluded that lh~ declric field in tht! 
neighbourhood of the paramagnetic ions are practically unaffected by the 
changes in teJ11peraturc', This i~ further corroborated by a detailed calcula-
tion to he given later, of the crystal field constants in such favourable: cases 
as the six-coordinated nickel salts and th~ four-coordillatt:d CJbaJt salts. 
A further point which elllcrgt!S from these considerations is that not only the 
predominant cubic part of the field hut also the feeble rholll bic part will be 
determined l>y the itllllletliatc lleighboUl 5, th~ effect of 1I10re distant charged 
atoms being negligible. This point of view apart frolll its plausibility con-
siderably simplifies the probleIlI of correlating the magnetic behaviours of the 
iOIl and the crystal. 
2, NailITc of Slarl~-l'allc1'11 undel Crystallinc Field /01 DijjClcll1 (;101lIld 
Slatcs alld its Effect 011 tile l\1(/gllelic Lk/ul1'i(lIiT 
111 the trOll group of ele lllt! 11 ts Wi: arc concerned with the S, 1> and F-
s\ate ions only, ill which tbe coupling bdwcen the orbital and the spin 
momenta of thi: 3d electrons, responsible for the paramagnetism of the ions, is 
of the Russe1-S1llrHlers typc_ The crystalline fields involved in the ionic 
.mlls of tlwse lOns are sufficiently strong to break the I-s coupling but not 
strong enough to break the 1-/ or the s-s couplings, so that we call discuss the 
effect of the crystalline field!'1 npoll the I, aIHl S 1lI0111l'nt!'1 of the ions separatc-
Iy. Since the ~pill moments an .. ' not much affected by the crystalline fields, 
the behaviour of the S-statl' ions c,g., Mn" and Fe H I, where the entire 
magnetic mOllH.:llt is due to thi: spins, will be simple as has been alrcady 
mentioucd ill a previous section. 
General behaviour of the other ions of the iron groups will be evident 
from what follows. Negh:ding for the ples~nt any effect of the crystalliue 
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fields upon the spin energy levels of the ions, the Stark-pattern of the ions in 
these electric fields would correspond to the removal, either partly or wholly, 
of the (2L + I}-fold orbital degeneracy. How complete is the removal of the 
orbital degeneracy will depend upon how asymmetric the field is. For 
example, in a field of cubic symmetry the D-state splits up into a doubly 
degenerate and a triply degenerate level; and an F-state into a singlet 
and two successive triply degenerate level. With the large cubic fields 
involved in these crystals, the over-all separation of the above cubic Stark-
patterns will be of the order of 104 em-I. A small rhombic field superimposed 
on the cubic field will naturally separate the components of the individual 
doublet or triplet but to a much smaller extent than the cubic separations. 
Each one of these variol1s levels will, in the abse11ce of a strong spin-orbit 
coupling, retain its (2S + J )-fold spin degeneracy, which can be removed by 
the application of the magnetic field and willlcad to the magnetization of the 
medium. In general, however, though the spin moments arc very little 
affected by the electric fields directly, * still owing to the coupling of these 
moments With the orbital 1I10ments, there will be an appreciable separation of 
the spin components also, by til(: rhombic field. The width of this spin Stark-
Dlultiplets will depend upon the streng ih of the rhombic field and the spin-
orbit coupling. t 
Since the Stark-pattern of the F -state corresponds to two adjacent triplets 
and a singlet, the energy of the sing let state should he either the highest or the 
lowest in the pattern. Which it is will dt'l'cl1l1 I1pon the nature of the cubic 
part of the crystalline field. Thi:-, point is of great interest and will be 
discussed in a part of the paper to he published later 011. If the sing let level is 
the lowermost, since Lhe triplets will he far removed horn it, cnhic separation 
being of the order of 104 cm- I , practically the singlet level alone will he 
occupied at all ordinary tell1perature~. t Sill!.'e tillS level retains almost all 
its (2S+ I)-fold spin degeneracy ill the crystalline field, the ion will hehave 
very nearly like S·state ions, in having a feeble anisotropy, nearly spin only 
value of the effective moment and smail deviation fro11\ the Curie Law. 
In the D-state ions on the other hand, the lowest state in the cubic field 
has to be either the douhlet or the triplet, the separation between the compo-
nents of either of which, being produced hy the feeble rhombic field, will be 
comparable to kT and the jlopulation of the upper components of the lowest 
level will be quite appreciahle. 1'11(' magnetic hehavionr of these ions will 
* Hcrt: we ~h()uld not forget the very small 2nd order Kral1ler~ ~plitting of th(' ~pin-Ievels 
due to the direct effed of the electric fields on the spin moments. 
t It should be mentioned here that when the number of electrons in the incomplete 
shelJ is odd, there will be a two-fold Kramers spin degeneracy that will always be left OVer, 
however large the spin-orbit coupling may be. 
::: We shall see later on that the populations of the upper levels are not negligible and 
these levels also contribute appreciably to the total magnetisation through the tcmperatQre-
independent" high frequency" terms. 
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not therefore be so simple as that of the F -state ions with the ~inglet level 
lying lowest. In general, the behaviour of the F-statc ion<; with the triplet 
lying lowest and the D-state ions will he complicated and will he dealt with 
in subsequent parts of the paper. 
3. TOllic Salts of Cr+ H and NiH 
In the six-co-ordinated salts of Cl H+ and NiH ions, of which the ground 
states are *F ~/2 and sF 4 respectively, the singlet level is the lowest. This 
corresponds, as shown by Van Vleck 11932) aod Grirter \ 1932) to the cubic 
field constant D in lhe expression (IS) being positive. It has been shown (r) 
that the crystaIIine field in these ,>a1ts may be usualIy represented by a 
predominant cubic part with a superimposed smallthombic component such 
tint the principal axes ot tIw fonner are coincident, respectively, with those 
of the latter, so that the field potential may be represented hy 
(r6) 
It is assumed further (2) that the crystal field axes for all the llaramagnetic 
ions in the crystal are parallel to one another.'" Penney and Schlapp (1932) 
have calculated the principal stlsceptibilities of the crystal in terms of the 
field constants and the spin-orbit coupling constant A, for the free ion, ohtained 
frol11 the over-all muitiplet width for the free ion (Laporte, rl/28). 
The three principal susceptibilities of the crystals, evitlcntly measured 
along the co-ordinate axes x, y, z, and the corresponding effective magnetic 
moments may he given by 
_ N~2 2 
\,,- 3k'f PI • i=l, 2, 3 
where according to Penney and Schlapp 
~ A2 
p,2=Po2fI+RAOC:+ ~1'- + ......... -3'~T(\'1, 
where P02=4S(S+ I), Po heing the' spin only' value of the moment and 
related to the corresponding susceptibility by 
vO=~~2 P0 2. (:?ol \ 3kT ' 
also, 
and two similar expressions for ~2 and 6.1, The (\"s arc functions of crys-
talline field constants D, A and B. The mean susceptibility of the crystal 
* This wilt be the rast' when the unit cell of the crystal contains ollly olle paramagnetic 
ion. Though assamption (a) i!'i not ('xplicitly stated by Penney and Schlapp, it is at tht> 
basis of all their calculations. 
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is gwen by 
>..=N f32 1'2 
3kT ' 
where 1'2= ~1(PJ 2 + 1'2 2 +P32)= 1'02 (y + (0(\ + 0(2 + 0(3)(~A- kT) I. 
4. Magnetic Belia1Jiour of Nickel Salts; Calculations of Spin-orbit 
COUP/lllg and Field Constants 
Calculations of tbe field constants D, A, Band O('s in various Ni++ sa Its, 
from magnetic data at room temperature by :Krishnan and Mukhedi (1938), 
gives us an idea regarding the relative importance of the effects of the cubic 
and rhomhic parts of the field on tbe magnetic hehaviour. 
Taking for the Ni+ I ion the spin-orbit couplillg constant = - 335 cm-1 
calculated from its ovel-allmultiplet width 2347 cm- 1 as givt!n by Laporte 
and values of O('s given by us in Tab1t: V. we have calculated the values fOl 
the different terms in the expressions (19) for I he effective moments along the 
three principal axes, for the crystal of NiSO.(NH.)2~04' 6H20 as an example, 
to exhibit the relative I1JJportanct! of the diffet ent terms. At room tempera-
hue, namely 303.InK: 
1')2=1'02 [r+S'\0(1-3kTO(l+ .::).11~2 + ...... ] 
I~ 
=8[1 + .2268 I .0527 + .0054] = IO.2R ) 
anu similarly, I 
P2 2 =8[I + .2064 + .0480 - .0()2l-\] = 10.01 (J 
P3 2 =8[I + .2066 + .0480 - .0027] = 10.02 
It will be seen at once that tIlt: last terms in the ahove expn:ssion~ ate 
quite negligihle at room temperature and indeed vani~hes altogether for the 
mean square moment. Of the other~, the temperature 111dependent terms, 
namely, 1+ 8'\O(j greatly predominate, since the term 3kTaj is less than 5% 
of 1+ 8'\0( t. Thus, It will be seen at these tcmperatures: (.) thai 
i.e., for a nickel salt the square of the effective magnetic moment in any 
particular direction, say P1 2 , and hence the principal as also the mean sus-
ceptibilities may be as much a~ 28% highcl than the' spin only' value; (::l) 
on the other hand PI 2 will change little with tLtnperature and hence the 
three principal susceptibilities of the crystal and a f01tiori their mean will 
conform closely to the Curie Law; (3) Jastly, since the three O('s differ from one 
another by only about 10% and the terms involving- the O('s account for 
less than a fourth part of the moments, the anisotropy of the crystal, 
(XI-XS)'X= (p J2_P22)/P22 should be only 2 or 3% and tl1U~ quite feeble. 
From the expressions (r9) for PI 2 it will be seen that, of the two terms 
~ ,\2 
- 3kTO(j and ;T involving temperature the first is positive sin~e O(f is 
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negative. and decreases with temperature for all the three principal moments, 
whereas, the second is positive for P1 2 but negative for P2 2 and Ps2 and 
increases in magnitude with decrease of temperature for all the Ni++ salts 
studied by us. Thus PI 2 goes on diminishing as the telUperature falls, but 
at a decreasing rate as the last term becomes more and 1Il00e important, 
until at a temperature somewhat below BoOK, the valu!! of PIS reaches a 
minimum and then increases again. The values of P2 2 and Pa 2 on th!! other 
hand. go on falling at gradually increasing rate as temperature decreases. 
'though, unfortunately our data could not be extended below BoOK to verify 
these interesting calculations in all details. the experimental values fit in 
extremely well within the pre~CJlt lange of temperatures with those theon;· 
ticaUy calculated. as will he seen froIll 'fahle II! and the graphs for P 12 for 
the three Ni+ t ~alb. 
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:FIG. 1 
Temperature Variation of Principal Anisotropie~ and nffective 
Moments of NiSO,(NH.laS04.6H2() 
Reverting to the expression (x 9) it will be seen that the excess of the 
effective magnetic moment. over the' spin only' value. is mainly due to two 
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causes. A small part uf this excess is due tu the term - 3//l'cx I' which 
corresponds to the temperature independent part of the susceptibility, aud can 
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FIG. 2 
Temperature Variation of Principal Allisotropies antI Effective 
Moments uf NiS04.K~S04.1iH20 
be traced ultimately to the influence of the uPIJer levels in the Stark-pattern. 
But the bulk of it, represented by the term SAo< t, can be traced to the indirect 
effect 011 thl.! spin moments of the electric fidd, through the sUin-orbit 
coupling, and thus dependent on the value of A. At low temperatures of 
~ ,\2 
CourSe, the value of the second order spin term i/T-' becomes also highly 
important j but in the l)resent range it is more or less negligible. 
Con vel sely, it should be possible, from these deviations £r0111 1/ spin only" 
value, to calculate the constant of spin-orbit coupling A, purely from magnetic 
data, since the field constants 0<., may be regarded as practically independent 
of temperature, tor reasons previously stated, and may I hl1S be eliminated 
using data at diffl:rent temJ1eratures. Since in the expressioll for Pi 2 or pi 
the term involving ,\ is fairly large, about 23 % of the other terms, it might 
appear at fir!>t that the variations of the effective llloments with teUli)~rature, 
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should serve us conveniently to eliminate the cx·s. It is, however, found that 
this is not so, since the term involving A, though large, b independent of the 
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temperature. 011 the other hand, in the expression for anisotropy AX, for 
any selected plane in the crystal, namely, 
AX = Ap2 = [8'\-~~~ -3k '1' J'ACX (26) 
Xo PoB kT ' 
where Aa will Uc a constant depending on the crYbtalline field and the crystal 
plane chosen, the temperature independent last term in the absolute suscep, 
libilit;y will be largely f>uppr(;ssed. For example, tor Ni++ at room tempera' 
ture 3000K say, all the three terms are negative and are respectively, of the 
order of - 0.026, - 0.010 and - 0.006. The A 2 term is not negligible as in 
lhe expression for effective moment. Indeed, even at r00111 temperatures it 
is nearly twice the term independent of ,\ and at SooK becomes about 25 
times this term and comparable lD magnitude with the temperature indepen· 
A. Bose 
dent first term in the an Isvl ropy. Thus the measurement of anisotropy at 
different temperatures is more suitable for thf.! calculation of A. 
In a previous paper (193S-39) we obtaineu in this manner from anisotropy 
measurf.!ments of the salts NiSO~,bH20 and NiSeO.j.,6H 2 0 the values of 
A= -- 330 cm- 1 and - 340 cm- 1 n:spectively, agreeing satisfactorily with the 
spectroscopic value of - 335 cm- 1 • In the Table IV will be found the values 
of A, for various other nickel salts studied by us, fittinf," with the anisotropy 
measurements ovel the \\'hole range of temperature. The mean value of A, 
for different cryslals and different crystal plane::. is found to be about 
- 350 cm- I , agreeing fairly wdl with the spectroscopic \aJue and is indeed 
gratifying. 
It may be mentioneu hele that though the tclllpelature variations of the 
effective moments are not so suitable a:, those of nil: anisotropif.!s for calcu-
lating A, they are :,till fairly con:,istent with the values of A, calculated in 
the latter manner. 
TABLE IV 
RallO of AX at lcmpcralurt:s T tv thai (/1 loom ICl1ljJcrallll£' (30j.l°K) 
Saits NiS04• (NU.j)2S0" olItO I NiSO jK2SOj,6II t () I NiBeF.(NIIjJzBeF j , 6HllO 
______ ~I ____________ ___ 
Ratio I 
obtained frollJ 
anisot'ropie~ 
Values of" I I -3I5CllI-' 1-,)48ll1l~1 -,17"l:1ll 
--------------------~ 
- 3(}1' Clll -1 
Ratio I Ratio Ratio Ratiu Ratiu I Ratio 
1'emperaturc OK 
-:b8. : :~~:~ rak./ ob~. I ca~~r ob. I'~:;l' ! 'ob:. 
--, ___ c.... I cak. i o~:~~-; 
---------~- "-- --- -.--~---- - ~....----.---------- ------
I I 
3°3. 1 1 ouo 11.0UO l.OOO l.OllO 1.000 I.(/uv I.VOl) I.Ouu I U(\o ~ LUQO 1.000 1.000 
240 1 • .l00 11.298 1..3 10 1.310 I.~)..!S I.Jlb 
200 1.6q l.b14 1.636 l.O·I" 1665 1.°5,1 
160 2.145 2.1·14 2.:171 2 . 1 91 2 221 ":.229 
I 
1.3"<) 1.313 1 . .::89 : l.308 
1.651; 1.6.18 i 1.62.1 I Lb38 
"·'::3·1 2 :213 
I 
2.21U ; 2.191 
I 
1.287 
1.643 
2.248 
1.31 
1.64 
2.21 
3 
8 
3 
100 ,,·J31 ".127 4.273 l,pS<) ·1 53<) 
5021 15.0.\615.147 
,1.3y8 1·410 ~·J49 4.~814'_2_~811 ~2 4·349 
90 4.85" ! 4.8 28 5. 1 71 5. 0 (,.1 5· 1I1 _. 
The agreement between the observed and calculated values entered in 
Table IV, shows that for a given crystal and crystal directions a bingle value 
of A., fits well owr the whole range of temperature. This result may be taken 
to confirm the assumption on which these calculations are based, namely, that 
the magnitude and asymmetry of the crystallinc field should be independent of 
temperature, which was made fr0111 considerations regarding the strong binding 
betwcen the paramagnetic ion and ils imlllediate neighbours and the consequent 
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approximate non-variance of their posItions with chang-es of temperatures. A 
direct calculation of the three ()('S at different temperatures, from the three 
principal sllsceptibilities of the nickel salts studied hy llS, also leads to the 
Srlme conclusion, namely, that the a's are practically independent of tempera-
ture as will be seen from the Tablt.' V. 
TARU V 
1'01 tile crystal Field ((lIlSiallis ()(I' ()(2 and ()(" fo, J\"++ Salts 
NiS04INH42SOj.6R20 I 
Ni~(}jK2S()4' 6H2() 
~97 <; 
1D7·Y 
1;66 
297·4 
J73 '1 
86.6 
ilS·7 
8."4 
8~ 7 
liS.2 
94·7 
il6.4 
il9·~ 
88.9 
8.1·9 
77·$ 
8,~.8 
7.<;·6 
8~.J 
81.6 
78.1 
It may be mentioned here that these calculations of ()('S arc not merely the 
converse of that of ft., which woultl have been then a triVial rt.'sl11t. The 
information conveyed hy these two calculatIOns are quill' diffet ent 110t only 
becaust.' the lIIeaSl1rC111ent of P1/11 ri/'lll susrl'pliiJilili('s, fr01\1 "hidl ()('s arc cal. 
culated, are independent of the measurements of a1l1sol!opic", from which A. is 
calculat'ed, hut also the relative importance of the ter111~ corresponding to the 
oth, 1St and 2nd )lowers of A., iuvolved in these two caJculatiolls are quite 
diffet ent. 
5. C/:romie ion: Close ,Jp/>lOrilllaiio/l 10 S-S/ale 10l/s NC/.!Qlding 
Maglltiie 1'lopcliics. 
For the Cr' +. ion with three electrons in the 3d shell, A IS positive, unlike 
Ni H with 8 electrons in the 3d shell and its llumerical value calculated from 
the over-an multiplet width of 9I2Cm-1 (Laporte,I92~), isA.=+87 cm- 1 , 
much smaller than for Ni' + ion. The!'c two factors together completely alter 
the relative importance of the different terms ill the exptcssiol1 for p2, as com-
pared to that of NiH. Taking ()(':-, to be of the same order of magnitude as in 
tbe ionic salts of nickd, we obtain for the mean susceptibility at 30ooK. 
p2= p,,2[r + (()(j + ()(2 + ()(a I InA. -I,'T)J= J5[1 - .°58 + .052J (27) 
Here the last two terms, which represent the deviation of the effective magnetic 
moment from its 'spin only' value, are both smull, of comparable magnitudes 
218 A. Bose 
and of opposite signs. * Hence the deviation from the 'spin only' value becomes 
very small, being about ~% smaller at room teml.craturc and about 4~% at 
RoOK. 
Our mE'asurements for chromic salts refer to room temperature only, where 
'spin only' value is approximately obtained (Krishnan, Mukherji and Bose, 
1939). 
We should further expect from the theoretical expressions, the anisotropy 
of the crystal to be smaller and the conformity to Curie Law much closer than 
even in the nickel salts, Indeed, the anisotropies of the chromic salts are 
nearly of the same magnitude as the anisotropy of the diamagnetic part of the 
susceptibility of these crystals, as wiII be seen from the table VI by comparison 
of the data for the isomorphous salts, ammonium chromium oxalate and 
potassium aluminium oxalate the latter being diamagnetic. In view of this 
it becomes difficult to verify even the I! T2 law, deduced theoretically for tllC 
temperature variation of the paramagnetic part of the anisotropy, 
TABLE VI 
AnisofroplCS at 3°3.1°1\ 
Anisotropies x 106 
------_ ... _--
Further, approximate ca]culatiol1s for the value of A, for the Cr + H ion 
from the above experimental data agree in OHler of magnitude with the spectro-
scopic value. A more detailed experimental investigation on Cr+++ salts is 
in progress in this lahoratory in view of the inadequacy of t:xisting experi-
mental data. 
INTlHN ASSOCIA1'ION FOR THE CtTLTI\"ATION OF SClJiNCIl, 
CAI.CllfTA 
• That these two terms in Cr+++ are of comparable 1lJngnitudes and of opposite signs, 
and that neithf'r of them cau be neglected, need!. to he emphasised here in vIew of the fact 
thnt in the (,l<pres8ion given hy Penney and Schlapp (lor. cit.) the I,T term is nt'glel'ted, 
whereas a term proportional to ,1.2, which iUllee(] ,hlluJd I'lllli"h ill the expression fOT the file-an 
square moment, iG retained. 
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